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The future of encryption is our present

Panama, APRIL 2019
THE OPERATION OF EQUIVALENCE AND ITS APPLICATION IN CRYPTOGRAPHY

A new operation is developed here at the level of bytes for handling information with cryptographic
purposes. The Equivalence. As it is well known, at the level of bits or bytes there are two
fundamental operations: Transposition and substitution. The first transposes location bits or bytes
within a text and the second carries out XOR operations (exclusive OR), over bits or bytes in order
to transform the content of a bit or a byte. With the possibility of contents of a byte being up to 256
different values which range from 0000 0000 up to 1111 1111, why not allow a byte, whatever its
value, to assume at any given moment any of the 255 different values from the initial content of that
byte? That is what this document is about, which is illustrated by the general algorithm and the code
in C language, to validate results.

1. The basics in operations of bits.
The information unit, the bit, is a bistable entity (on/off). The possible operations are the ones
referred to in Boolean logic and the transposition of bits. Regarding discipline in cryptography,
basically two of these are often used:



Transposition of bits: That is movement of bits from one place to another inside a text.
Substitution of bits: That is, changing the content of a specific bit through the XOR
operation (exclusive OR). But outside of these two operations, no new type of
transformation had been developed at the level of bits. The preceding was valid for bytes,
which is collection of 8 bits.

At the level of bytes, these two operations can also be carried out. But, where the prior operations
the only two possible at the level of bytes?
For the case of the substitution, which is carried out using the mathematical logic figure of the
exclusive OR (XOR), it was possible to develop a method that achieves similar results to the
exclusive OR, that is, it transforms the information of one byte through substitution by another
byte of a different value.
2. Equivalence operation, what is it comprised of:
As it was just stated, a transformation method or transformation of bits was developed, where
one byte specifically, can take any value between 0 and 255 (0000 0000 to 1111 1111 in binary),
except the original value of the byte. That is, it has 254 possible options to transform itself.
In graph (1), an example is presented of a table of equivalences obtained with the algorithm that is
shown next:
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The algorithm is shown here, in symbolic language:

Equivalence( Numeric array Equivalence_table, How_many)
Begin
Initialize random generation module: Randómic();
for (i=0; i<= How_many-1;i++)
{
Equivalence_table[i] = i;
}
Remains = How_many-1;
for( i=0;i<=How_many -2;i++)
{
Selected = Randómic(Remains);
Temporal = Equivalence_table [i];
Equivalence_table[i] = Equivalence_table [Selected+i+1];
Equivalence_table (Selected+i+1) = Temporal;
Remains -= 1;
}
End
The parameter How_Many indicates to the routine Equivalencia the number of values that are
going to be substituted by others. In this case, the figure of “How_many” is 256 and therefore all
the values that a byte might take (0 to 255), will be substituted by other values through the
Equivalence routine.
Randomic (Remains): This is a function that provides random values with a range from 0 to
Remains.
For encryption processes, it is enough with the table generated in this code, but for the decryption
processes it is necessary to generate the function f-1 of this table and that is done adding the
following code to the previous one:
for i=0; up to i<=How many-1 Repeat
Inverse_table(Equivalence_table(i)) = i;
Figure (1) illustrates an equivalence table for numbers 1 through 8. On the other hand, the
equivalence can be of three types:
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Nr
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Graph 1. Example of an equivalence table of the first eight positive integer numbers.


Constant:
If an equivalence table is built for a process and the table remains constant no matter how
many times that process is repeated, it is called constant equivalence, because it does not
vary in time.
For this type of equivalence, the randomic module is not strictly necessary since it is
sufficient with fixed initialization values, generated by any type of process or even
selected directly.



Temporary:
If that table is different every time that such process is executed, that is denominated
temporary equivalence, since its duration abides by the time of execution of the process
in question. For this type of equivalence, it is necessary to initialize the randomic module,
with a randomic seed also for greater effectiveness. In C or C++ language, the time(NULL)
value is frequent.



Continuous:
But if a table is in a continuous process of transformation and mutates its values several
times during one same process, it is said to be a continuous equivalence. Along with the
temporary equivalence, they are the ones that are important in the information
protection processes (Cryptography) and especially the continuous one, given that it is a
process of obtaining equivalence tables that all the time is in permanent construction. For
this type of equivalence, a quite precise and synchronized process of initialization of a
random machine (pseudo random) that feeds data for the continuous transformation of
the equivalences table is required, while the “current equivalence table” provides its
services for the calling process. See Graph (1). An indicated model of pseudo random
generation for this type of work is
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the pseudo random machine called cylinders model which is described in the article: “GENERATION
OF SERIES OF PSEUDO RANDOM NUMBERS, BASED ON RANDOM SERIES FOR THE PURPOSE OF PROTECTION
OF INFORMATION” - Manuel Maldonado 2017.

While it is true that the equivalence tables can feedback the pseudo random production
mechanisms, it is not advisable because the quality of the production of pseudo random numbers
production would be compromised by having a feedback factor generated by the very same
mechanism.
Unlike the substitution made through the XOR (exclusive OR) figure, the figure of continuous
equivalence tables allows that in the same process the results vary in time, not according to a logic
table well known universally, and for the sake of giving an example:
The XOR operation between the byte with content:

0010 0111

And the byte with content: 1001 0101
It will always give as a result: 1011 0010
Not so the equivalence operation, which to the same value, be it, in this case, the byte 0010 0111 it
can give any binary value except the same original value (0010 0111).
In the continuous
equivalence through a cryptography process, up to 254 different values can be assigned to the same
byte on different occasions.
It can be asserted that the figure of equivalence is more powerful as a cryptographic tool than the
traditional XOR (exclusive OR). The figure of continuous equivalence is illustrated within a
Cryptographic process. As already stated, the equivalence rests on a pseudo random numbers
generator:

INFORMATION PROTECTION PROCESS: Cryptography

EQUIVALENCE TABLES CONSTRUCTOR ALGORITHM
Equivalence table in use

Table 1

Table 2

Table 3

Table 4

Table 5 (under construction)
ttconstruction)

Tables already used

PSEUDO-RANDOM GENERATOR (Randomic)
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Equivalence can be used as a more complex figure. For
example, it is possible to carry out XOR processes between the tables, for example, according to the
graph, when Table 5 if finished, it can be XORed (perform on it the XOR operation) with the
preceding table (Table 4) and so on.
The code in C language of the implementation of the construction of a table of equivalences is
added, using the generic function rand(), standard in C, to obtain pseudo random numbers, derivated
from an specific seed:
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#include <stdio.h>
#include <conio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
int Checking_work[256],Tabla_equivalencia[256],Tabla_inversa[256];
void Equivalencia(int *Tabla_equivalencia,int Cuantos)
{ int i,j,Quedan,Escogido,Temporal;
randomize();
for(i=0;i<=Cuantos-1;i++)
Tabla_equivalencia[i] = i;
Quedan = Cuantos-1;
for(i=0;i<=Cuantos-2;i++) {
Escogido
Temporal
Tabla_equivalencia[i]
Tabla_equivalencia[Escogido+i+1]
Quedan--;
}

=
=
=
=

random(Quedan);
Tabla_equivalencia[i];
Tabla_equivalencia[Escogido+i+1];
Temporal;

for(i = 0;i<=Cuantos-1;i++)
Checking_work[Tabla_equivalencia[i]] = -5;
j = 0;
for(i = 0;i<=Cuantos-1;i++)
if(Checking_work[i]!=-5)
j++;
if(j==0)
printf("\nEquivalencias bien hechas…");
else
{ printf("\n\nEquivalencias mal hechas j = %d\n\n",j);
getch();
}
j = 0;
for(i = 0;i<=Cuantos-1;i++)
if(Tabla_equivalencia[i] == i)
j++;
if(j==0)
printf(" Resultado canonico");
else
{ printf("\n\nResultado no canonico j = %d\n\n",j);
getch();
}
}
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Once the bytes have been processed with an equivalence operation, it is possible to recover the
original values of those bytes through the inverse operation, whose algorithm is detailed next:
void Tabla_decodificadora(int Tabla_equivalencia[],int Cuantos)
{ int i,j;
for(i = 0;i<=Cuantos-1;i++)
Tabla_inversa[Tabla_equivalencia[i]] = i;
}
void main(void)
{ int Numeros,i;
Numeros = 256;
Equivalencia(Tabla_equivalencia,Numeros);
Tabla_decodificadora(Tabla_equivalencia,Numeros);
printf("\n\nProceso terminado\n\n\n");
printf("

Equivalencia - Inversa\n\n\n");

for(i = 0;i<=Numeros-1;i++)
printf("%d\t --> %d\t %d\n",i,Tabla_equivalencia[i],Tabla_inversa[i]);
getch();
};
When the checking is made, the canonic term refers to the fact that the equivalence table complies
with the condition that an i value does not have as an assigned equivalence the same i value.
Checking_work, in an additional arrangement that is used to check that the equivalence table has
been generated correctly, that is it has been generated canonically for all the values of i.
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